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Book of Revelation—Chapter 6 

First Six Seals--TWO Great Questions 

 

I. Additional Scriptures/Notes… 

Chapter 6… “The highlight of chapter 5 was the Lamb’s taking the sealed book from the hand 

of the One on the throne (5:7).  John may have thought that he would read what was 

written in the scroll or someone would read the words to him.  Instead of reading or 

hearing words, he first saw horses galloping into view.  The scroll turned out to be an 

‘illustrated’ volume whose ‘pictures’ leaped from the page and thundered across John’s 

vision” [David Roper, Revelation 1-11, Truth for Today Commentary, p. 243]. 

6:2… And I saw, and behold a white horse; and he that sat on him had a bow; 
and a crown was given unto him; and he went forth conquering and to 
conquer—“The reluctance of some to bracket Christ on the first horse with others 

symbolizing bloodshed, famine, and pestilence is due to a failure to see all four (even the 

preaching of the gospel) as a divine series of judgments upon mankind.  They are operative 

continuously and simultaneously throughout the earth until the end of time.  If it is asked 

why, then, do they ‘follow’ one after another in the vision; it must be replied, ‘because they 

do follow.’  The gospel is preached, and the failure to obey its holy teachings causes 

bloodshed, famine, and death.  The great paradox of the Christ is that the Prince of Peace 

should bring, not peace, but a sword (Matt. 10:34).  The principle inherent in this 

interpretation is that all human suffering, in the last analysis, is traceable to the fountain 

source of sin and rebellion against God in human hearts.” [Coffman].  Brother Coffman 

may be correct in his observation here, as also W.B. West claims the rider to be Jesus, 

but it seems to me not best.  I like the point made by David Roper in discussing this 

point: “…when Christ appeared on the white horse in chapter 19, John used ‘behold’ 

(19:11), a word indicating surprise and excitement.  It is more likely that John would be 

excited and surprised if he were seeing Jesus on the white horse of victory for the first 

time than if this were a repeat performance” [David Roper, Revelation 1-11, Truth for 

Today Commentary, p. 247].  Comparing some of the differences between these two 

scenes (Revelation 6:2 and 19:11) is the following chart from David Roper: 

FIRST RIDER (Rev 6:2) Jesus (Rev 19:11-16) 
One crown Many crowns (v. 12) 

Victory crown (stephanos) Ruling crowns (diademata, v. 12) 

Has a bow Has a sword (v. 15) 

Followed by three horsemen Followed by a heavenly army (v. 14) 

Not named Named (vv., 11-13, 16) 

Clothing not mentioned Robe was dipped in blood (vv., 13, 16) 

Conquering Dispensing justice (vv., 11, 15) 

  

6:4… …great sword—“The Roman short sword was also ‘great’ because it was the triumphant 

weapon which enabled Roman armies to destroy the ingenious phalanx, the military device 

perfected and used by Alexander the Great in his conquest of the world.  Just as the 

French crossbow overcame and vanquished the English long bow, the Roman short sword 

was supreme over every other weapon for an extended period of history” [Coffman]. 

6:10… …How long, O Lord, holy and true--“Perhaps it is best to see the first four seals 
in terms of a prediction of increased perils which are yet to befall the Christians in the 
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Roman Empire.  After all, the Lord never encouraged his people to naïve optimism; he was 

always honest about the prospects for suffering which lay ahead for his people.  It is more 

likely that the first four seals show what the church would have to face from Rome 

before that wicked nation began to feel God’s judgments against her.  If we understand 

them this way, the question of the martyrs makes perfectly good sense in context” [Rubel 

Shelly, The Lamb and His Enemies, p. 49]. 

6:12-17… “…the question of whether the passage speaks of temporal or eternal punishment is 

relatively unimportant.  If the passage primarily refers to the destruction of the Roman 

Empire, it is prefiguring the last great day and is a warning to ANY who would try to stand 

against God.  If it speaks of the last great day, it teaches that ANY who oppose the 

Lord—including the Roman Empire—will ultimately taste His wrath” [Roper, p. 272]. 

 

II. Chronology. 

BIBLE PERIOD:  The Period of the Church.    

 

III. Summary. 

In chapter 6 the Worthy Lamb begins to open the seals.  As each of the first four seals are 

opened, a horseman lunges forth.  The first white horse carries a rider with a bow, which is 

symbolic of military might.  Some try to make the rider of this first horse Christ, but the affect 

of the four riders together seem to argue against that idea.  David Roper suggests that this rider 

along with the other three seems to be an essential part of the destructive forces set forth on the 

earth.  In other words, the four are a unit and it is quite incongruous to have Christ riding in that 

group.  Perhaps this rider represents desire of powerful leaders to control others by military 

might.  Breaking the second seal reveals a red horse, which seems fairly obviously to represent 

war.  At the breaking of the third seal is revealed a black horse, whose rider has a set of 

measuring scales.  With the cry heard from the four living creatures (v. 6), this riders seems to 

represent economic hard times.  Dollar values recorded in the Bible are sometimes difficult for 

us to relate to, but a good “guesstimate” of the amount spoken of here would be a day’s wages.  

If you have to pay a day’s wages for a little bit of wheat, then that is representative of some 

pretty lean times.  The “pale,” or “pale green horse” [NET Bible], perhaps had the grim task 

of collecting the bodies left by the work of the three other horsemen.  There are certainly 

differing ways of interpreting these horsemen, but I like the logic of David Roper’s suggestion 

that these are intended as stampeding toward the Christians, intending to trample them.  In this 

view, perhaps God was preparing Christians for that which was ahead; to emphasize that He is 

still in control; and, to remind that God limits the problems of Christians (1 Corinthians 10:13); 

that God is ACTIVE in all events, whether one thinks of them as good or bad.  At the opening 

of the fifth seal (vv., 9-11), the faithful martyrs are heard to ask the first question of this 

chapter: HOW LONG?  Those faithful ones will have to trust God, be patient, and appreciate 

the blessing of the white robes.  Next is the opening of the sixth seal.  There is a limit to God’s 

patience and the wrath of a Just God is represented here.  There are seven groups of men who 

oppose God’s will listed in verse 15.  These will call for the mountains to fall on them; they 

will ask the second great question of this chapter: WHO SHALL BE ABLE TO STAND?   

 

IV. Outline. 

1. Opening the first seal reveals a rider on a white horse (Revelation 6:1-2). 

2. Opening the second seal reveals a rider on a red horse (3-4). 

3. Opening the third seal reveals a rider on a black horse (5-6). 

4. Opening the fourth seal reveals riders on a pale horse (7-8). 
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5. Opening the fifth seal reveals the souls of faithful martyrs crying out HOW LONG? (9-

11). 

6. Opening the sixth seal reveals an earthquake and other catastrophic events, which led to 

the second question: WHO SHALL BE ABLE TO STAND? (12-14). 

 

V. Questions. 

True or False 
01. _____ The pale horse had two riders. 

02. _____ At the opening of the first seal, there was an earthquake. 

03. _____ The rider of the white horse had no weapon. 

04. _____ This chapter ends in a question. 

05. _____ In this chapter, wheat was cheaper than barley. 

MATCHING 

  a.  fig tree     f.  crown 

  b.  integrity     g.  balances 

  c.  oil and wine    h.  seven 

  d.  a sword     i.  word of God 

  e.  five      j.  mountains 

 

06. _____ How many groups of men are mentioned after the 6
th

 Seal is opened? 

07. _____ Used to illustrate the stars falling to the earth. 

08. _____ The rider of the white horse had one. 

09. _____ Warning is given not to hurt this. 

10. _____ Certain ones had been slain for this. 

WHO SAID IT? 

11. ____________________ “Come and see.” 

12. ____________________ “How long?” 

13. ____________________ “Fall on us” 

14. ____________________ “Three measures of barley for a penny” 

15. ____________________ “Who shall be able to stand? 

Each Question is worth 7 Points 

My Score is:  ________ 

Answers will be found on next week’s handout 

 

ANSWERS to Revelation 5 Questions… [(1) False, Revelation 5:8; (2) True, 13; (3) False, 1; 

(4) False, 5; (5) True, 9; (6) a, 14; (7) h, 11; (8) f, 7; (9) e, 2; (10) d, 4; (11) power, riches, 

wisdom, strength, honor, glory, blessing, 12; (12) loose, seals, 2; (13) worthy, 4; (14) 28, 8-9; 

(15) Amen, 14.] 

 

VII. Lessons & Applications. 

1. No Surprises! (Rev 6:1-8).  “…  One possible reason for starting the body of Revelation 

with the ominous vision of the four horsemen was so there would be ‘no surprises’ for 

first-century Christians regarding ‘the fiery ordeal’ ahead.  We STILL need to understand 

what is involved when we commit our lives to Jesus.  Regarding problems, there are ‘no 

surprises’ for the Christian who reads the Book of Revelation.  The first four seals remind 

us that trouble is inevitable.  Greed, war, economic hardship, and death are part of the 
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panorama of life, the dark side of a world tainted by sin.  This fact does not mean that 

Christians should despair.  ‘With God on our side … how can we lose?’ (Rom 8:31)” [Roper, 

pp., 275-76]. 

2. Death and the Soul (Rev 6:9).  “One of the clear matters is the fact that man’s soul 

never dies (Rev 6:9-11).  It is true that the word ‘soul’ sometimes does not mean man’s 

immortal nature.  Indeed, when ‘man became a living soul’ (Gen 2:7), Paul affirmed that 

Moses in that statement was only speaking of man’s biological nature: his breathing in a 

physical body (1 Cor 15:44-45).  When breath left Adam’s body his corpse was a dead soul 

(cf., Num 5:2, nephesh, soul, the dead).  This restricted meaning of the word ‘soul’ Charles 

T. Russell attempted to make as the full meaning.  In so doing he was ignoring the most 

important significance of the word.  Man’s spiritual soul, his immortal substance, cannot 

die (Mt 10:28).  Russell asserted ‘that man does not possess an immortal soul, that he is a 

soul.’  True it is that man is a soul (Rom 13:1; Acts 2:41; 1 Pet 3:20), but it is also true that 

he possesses a soul (Ps 103:1; Gen 35:18; 1 Kings 17:21; Rev 20:4), an immortal one.  That 

God will destroy souls in hell (Mt 10:28) is sometimes mistakenly understood to mean 

extinction.  However, biblically a soul can never be put out of existence.  The word 

translated ‘destroy’ in Mt 10:28 is the same as that translated ‘lost’ in Mt 10:6; Lk 15:32; 

19:10, which citations show that ‘lost’ people are not extinct.  Russell taught that ‘death 

means destruction’ in the sense of becoming non-existent.  But biblically one can be dead 

yet not annihilated: Gen 2:17; Mt 8:22; Rom 6:11; 7:4, 6; Gal 2:19; 1 Tim 5:6; Rev 6:9-10)” 

[Hugo McCord, The Royal Route of Revelation, pp., 34-35]. 

3. The Problem of Evil (Rev 6:10).  “This is clear case in Scripture of the ‘problem of evil’ 

being posed in a most unusual setting.  If there is a loving and powerful God who oversees 

his people, why does he allow them to be subjected to such awful conditions?  The answer 

to that question is not easy to provide in each specific case.  We trust God to act rightly 

in every case and commit ourselves to him to see us through hard times.  When the time is 

right, he will bring it all to a halt and reward his faithful people.  At the same time, he will 

destroy the wicked and their devices.  Until that time comes for each suffering saint or 

church, it is our responsibility to wait and to trust the Lord.  In the drama of the 

Apocalypse, the ‘How long?’ question of 6:10 is not answered in full until the complete 

overthrow of 19:2 has come about” [Shelly, p. 50]. 

4. There’s a Great Day Coming (Rev 6:17).  In our songbooks (Sacred Songs of the 

Church), #461 is Will Thompson’s hymn, “There’s a Great Day Coming.”  Consider the 

words of that song.  “When the Lord returns, will it be a ‘great day,’ ‘a bright day’ for you, 

or will it be ‘a sad day’?  Are you READY for that day to come?  If you are still in your sins, 

then you are not ready.  Sin will take you farther than you want to go.  Sin will keep you 

longer than you want to stay.  Sin will cost you more than you want to pay.  Sin will harm 

you beyond what you can imagine.  When people try to hide from God’s wrath, the rocks of 

this world are woefully inadequate.  The only protection from the wrath of God is the Rock 

of Ages, Jesus Christ (see Romans 9:33; 1 Cor 10:4; 1 Pet 2:8).  It is ‘Jesus, who rescues 

us from the wrath to come’ (1 Thess 1:10)” [Roper, p. 291]. 
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VIII. Seek-A-Word Puzzle. 

 

N G B G O R E D H H L G R A C E V F R F 

F S T A R S O F H E A V E N F E L L E I 

T A I L D E R S B A T O Y H N M H M I G 

G J L T Y D N B G V R R F V C D O S Z T 

R P S L H E D E R E V Y B W T C E Y U R 

E A P I O E H N B N T R F H S C F X S E 

A L A Z X N R E D D W E D I C V S F R E 

T E D V F R U A N E Y U H T T U H K M H 

S H Q V A Z X S S P R T F E H G E N T H 

W O I S O U L S C A A D B H U X P A A Z 

O R E R V R B L T R E H A O N D E B R Z 

R S X S W E S A W T R I L R D D E D E S 

D E L Z X S W I E E C V A S E G R B N H 

L V F O R T G N R D H J N E R M D I I O 

B L A C K H O R S E V S C E L E A C S W 

B B G T Y H U J M P T L E Y T T E V T L 

A C X Z A Q T W S H V R S A N Y R X K O 

B U J M N S Y D G R G F V U L E W D X N 

W H I T E R O B E S S T O N D S H Y S G 

C C D R R V M B G T Y M F R Q A Z D R L 

[The words (or word locaters) listed below are to be found in the text of our lesson.  They also are found in the 

puzzle above.  This is just one more way to reinforce what you have studied from the text.  Why not read the 

whole verse where the word is found one more time as you do the puzzle?  Thank you for the good effort you are 

putting forth in Bible study.  Let’s desire the sincere milk of the word that we may grow (1 Pet 2:2).  DRL] 

 

Revelation 6 
seals, 1 slain, 9 

thunder, 1 How long, 10 

white horse, 2 white robes, 11 

red, 4 rest, 11 

great sword, 4 stars of heaven fell, 13 

black horse, 5 fig tree, 13 

balances, 5 heaven departed, 14 

pale horse, 8 mountains, 16 

Death, 8 Fall on us, 16 

souls, 9 wrath is come, 17 

 

I have composed a Crossword Puzzle on the content of Revelation 6, to see it, click… 

http://lemmonsaid.wordpress.com/bible-crossword-puzzles/  


